
METAL SHOWER NOZZLE 94803-EDAMZ

Allows complete and total water �ow control with just a �ick of the thumb. Adequately saves water while watering from one plant 
to the next. Eliminates the strain created from squeezing compared to many other current watering tools. Made of zinc for a sturdy 
and durable feel. Has a soft  rubber over mold for additional protection at natural wearing points. Removable shower head for 
cleaning when required. Allows for you to clean the unit when the water pressure is reduced.

Gentle and smooth water �ow

New honeycomb design �nish provides extra 
grip in wet conditions

Shower head and body designed 
to be sturdy and long lasting

Quick connect adapter 
�ts most brands of garden hoses

E�ortless Thumb adjustable 
water �ow control switch

Zinc Alloy design construction for
longer lasting time

A FULL FLOW SHOWER FOR EASY EFFICIENT GENTLE WATERING

Gentle and smooth water �ow Thumb adjustable water �ow control switch
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Quick and easy connections to 5/8-inch and 
1/2-inch garden hoses, sprinklers, nozzles, and or 
any other garden watering tools

1

Attach 
the adapter 
to the nozzle

2

Simply connect
the connector
at the end of
your hose

3

SNAP the
two together

①

②

4

UNLOCK,
push down to
remove the
nozzle

Maintenance & Care

m CAUTION m

To clean the nozzle head, simply remove the head by turning the red ring counter counter-
clockwise until the ring is o�. (Fig. 1 & Fig. 2)

1.

Remove the aluminum head and clean it by hand with water. Check out the inner side of 
the head for any dirt. If there is dirt, use water to clean.  (Fig. 3)

2.

If there is no dirt, return the aluminum head onto the nozzle head and screw the red ring 
back on by turn it clock-wise. 

3.

Fig. 1 Fig. 2 Fig. 3

-For outdoor use with cold water only 
-Do not spray near electrical connections
-When not in use, rinse the tool with water to remove most of the dirt, dry your tool, and store indoors

This product contains chemicals known to the state of California to cause cancer, birth defects, and 
other reproductive harm. For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

UNLOCK LOCK

Secure twist-and-lock
mechanism prevents
accidental disconnection

UNLOCK

LOCK

A simple quick adapter (2 pcs) and hose connector 
(1 pc) with a water stop feature included will 
simplify your watering experience. Simply connect 
the connector at the end of your hose, and then 
attach your accessories to the adapter. You can 
interchange various accessories in a just a snap 
without any need to turn o� your water tap as the 
adapter will stop the water �ow once you remove 
the accessories. No more kinking or hose twisting 
as the adapter allow you to swivel your hose 360° 
degrees.

UNLOCK LOCK

Secure twist-and-lock
mechanism prevents
accidental disconnection


